Preferred Hooks: Streamers: Daiichi 2441, Daiichi 1750, Mustad 38690

Hotshot
Sz 2 - 1/0
Colors: Pink, Chartreuse

Comet
Sz. 2 - 1/0
Colors: Pink, Orange, Chartreuse

Jumbo Critter
Sz. 1.5 - 3"
Hook: 1/0 - 2/0 Octopus
Color: Pink/Orange

Notes: Sockeye flies are weighted typically with light wire wraps on the hook shank + small lead or bead eyes. The flies should sink uniformly, but are for use in shallow-water presentations so be sure not to over-weight your flies. Sockeye run upstream on the inside (shallow) side of the main river channel. Flies are swung out and downstream into these shallow water areas. Your drift is very important and a repetitive presentation to the fish is necessary for consistent success. Pink or orange flies are most popular.